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Abstract-High T, superconducting (HTS) (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2
Cu3010+xAg-clad wire has potential for practical applications in
the form of a coil or a winding. This HTS wire has strong
magnetic field-dependentand mechanical strain-dependent critical
currents, consequently it faces a severe problem of critical current
degradation when it is used in the form of a coil. To design a
winding with this conductor, the critical current degradation has
to be identified with relation to the magnetic fields and the winding
process. This is important to optimize an appropriate coil
winding procedure using this HTS wire. A specially designed
non-inductive sample has been made with a (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2
C U J O ~ Ag-clad
~+~
27-filament wire, and the critical current
degradation, which is caused by the magnetic field generated
and the mechanical winding procedure used to form a coil, has
been separated into two factors accordingly, and discussed in
this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION
(Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2C~30~0+~
Ag clad HTS wire is one of the
most promising candidates for magnets and electrical
applications. In most of these applications, a wound form of
the HTS wire is required. The critical current of the
(Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2C~3010+x
Ag clad HTS wire degrades when it
is used in the form of a coil. The magnetic field generated and
the winding procedure used are main factors which cause the
critical current degeneration of the HTS wire. Theoretically,
the degeneration can be calculated or evaluated by the
relations of the critical current I, - magnetic field B (B,,, and
B,lab) and the wire strain E - I,. Practically, different coil
configurations and winding procedures used will have
different degrees of degeneration. It is necessary to
distinguish the fractions which are caused by either the
magnetic field or the winding procedure, so that the winding
process can be optimized.
Manuscript received September 14, 1998.

A special non-inductive sample has been made which
allows the (Bi,Pb)zSr2Ca2C~301~x
Ag clad HTS wire critical
current to be unaffected by the magnetic field generated.
Therefore the degeneration caused by the winding procedure
can be determined. By using this specially designed sample
coil, the critical current degradation of the (Bi,Pb)2SrzCa2Cu30lbxAg clad HTS wire in the form of a winding has been
investigated in this work.

11. CRITICALCURRENT DEGENERATION
OF THEHTS WIRE
WHENFORMING
A COIL
Critical current degeneration of the (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3O ~ OAg
+ ~clad HTS wire when it forms a coil,
is the
difference between the HTS wire critical current Ic(wire)
and
the final HTS coil critical current Ic(coil).It is related to the
generated magnetic field and the winding procedure used in
forming the HTS coil. The critical current degeneration for a
HTS coil can be expressed by

where AI,,, is the degeneration caused by the increased self
magnetic field to form a HTS coil from the HTS wire, AI,,,,,,
is the degeneration caused by mechanical processing to form
a HTS coil from the HTS wire, and AI,,,) is the degeneration
caused by changing cryogenic parameters due to forming a
HTS coil from the HTS wire. For the HTS wire with a high
percentage of Ag sheath cross-sectional area and operated by
immersion in liquid nitrogen, the AI,,,) can be neglected,
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therefore ( 2 ) can be simplified by assuming [AI,(,) /
0.
AI,,, can be analyzed by considering the magnetic field
distribution components of B, B,,, and B/lab. For a
(Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2C~301~x
Ag clad HTS wire operated by
immersing in liquid nitrogen, the critical current degradation
caused by the magnetic field and the winding mechanical
strains are major factors for the total critical current
degeneration of the HTS coil. This combined degeneration
has to be separated to optimize the HTS coil winding
processing techniques.
AI,,,, can be analyzed by the wire mechanical strains
caused by the winding procedure used. The HTS wire
bending strain Eb and tensile strain have been considered
and investigated with relation to HTS coils [l-51. Since the
rotating torsion strain E, cannot be avoided during winding
processing, it is also investigated in this work. The HTS wire
mechanical strains caused by winding processing, can be
described by

where Lo is the original length of sample in the tensile test, L is
the length of sample after being extended by the applied
uniaxial tensile force, R is the radius of the bending curvature, t
is the thickness of sample.
The evaluation of the torsion shear strain G can be based on
= r O/Lo

(5)

where r is the radial distance measured from the center of the
sample, 0 is the angle of twist usually expressed in radians,
and Lo is the test length of the sample.

111. THESPECIALLY
DESIGNEDHTS SAMPLE
A (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3010x Ag clad 27-core multifilament
HTS wire, produced using the normal powder-in-tube
techniques, has been selected. The HTS sample wire is about
8 m in length, having cross-section 3.4 mm x 0.28 mm. The
27%. The short sample
area ratio of HTS / (HTS+Ag)
critical currents measured are I, = 20 5 4 A. The designed
non-inductance sample was wound under the normal react
and wind procedure using the HTS wire in a configuration of
insulated parallel double wires. The magnetic fields generated
by the two wires are canceled by each other. The wire was
insulated with Teflon tapes and insulation paper. The sample
has a coil form, and it has 15 x 2 turns, Qin = 5 cm, and +out =
11.5 cm.

-

Fig. 1. Sample field distribution in comparison with normal coils.

The special sample configuration has been analyzed in
comparison with normal coils as shown in Fig. 1, in which (1)
represents the field generated by the wire in a normal coil
form; (2) represents the wire in form of a pair of double
pancakes having opposite generated magnetic fields; and (3)
represents the used configuration for the sample which has no
self-magnetic fields - effectively canceled. L in Fig. 1
represents the distance from the coil center 0 along the coil
radius direction. The transport DC current used for Fig. 1 is
7.2 A. Since the sample magnetic field B (B = IL / S, where L
is the winding inductance, I is the transport current, and S is
the enclosed winding area) has been effectively cancelled, the
critical current is equivalent to the value with zero magnetic
field condition. The sample HTS coil inductance is less than 1
pH measured using a R-C-L bridge.
IV. CRITICALCURRENTDEGENERATION
CAUSEDBY
WINDINGPROCESSING
The special sample critical current measured is shown in
Fig. 2, where the original wire critical current I, is also shown
in the figure. At 1 pV/cm criterion, the sample coil has a
critical current of 7.2 A, and the original wire has a critical
current of 13.8 A. At 10 pV/cm criterion, the sample has a
critical current of 13.1 A, and the original wire has a critical
current of 19 A.
T o identify the critical current degeneration caused by the
coil winding procedure, the HTS (Bi,Pb)2Sr2CazCu3010~Ag
clad multifilament wire critical current was measured under
bending and torsion strains. The short HTS wires used for the
bending test have a length of 2 cm and 1 cm V - V terminals.
Fig. 3 shows I - V curves with different bending radius of a
sample (S-3 with IC=22.8A), and having one direction single
bending on selected formers. In Fig. 3, 9 = inf. represents the
sample straightened out. Fig. 4 shows I, - E curves of different
samples, where the 1 pV/cm criterion was used for
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Fig. 5 shows the torsion test arrangement of the short HTS
wire sample, where 0 is the angle of twist, and L is the sample
length. Fig. 6 is the I - V - 6 curve for a sample having a
length of 3.8 c:m and 1 cm V - V terminals, where the 0 is
changed from 0' to 360' as shown in the figure. Fig. 7 shows
I, verse 0 of two samples used having the same conditions,
where the 1 pV/cm criterion was used for b.
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Fig. 5 . Torsion test of the Bi-2223/Ag sample.
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Fig. 2 . Critical current of the sample.
Fig. 6. I - V - 0 curve of the short wire.
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Fig. 3. I-V curves of a sample under different bending radius.
Fig. 7. I, - 0 curve of the short wires.
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V. DISCUSSION
The critical current degradation of the (Bi,Pb)2SrzCa2Cuy
O , O +Ag
~ clad HTS wire caused by magnetic fields when it
forms a coil can be evaluated from the field distributions, B,lC
and BIlabrgenerated around the coil. However the mechanical
strains occurred during forming a coil with the HTS wire have
also created critical current degeneration of the HTS wire.
The final critical current degeneration caused by the
generated magnetic fields and the mechanical strains is a
combination of these two factors. This combined value has to
be separated to optimize a coil winding procedure with the
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VI. CONCLUSION
(Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3010~Ag clad HTS wire. This has been
achieved by using a specially designed non-inductive HTS
A special non-inductive HTS coil has been made by using
coil. With this sample, the critical current degradation caused
Ag clad 27-core multifilament HTS
by a winding procedure can be identified by separating the a (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2C~301~x
part which is only affected by the mechanical strains wire, through a react and wind procedure. By using this
specially designed HTS coil, the critical current degeneration
established during the winding procedure.
The special sample critical current measured shows that due to forming a coil has been analyzed by the separation of
when a coil having Qln = 5 cm and QQUt= 11.5 cm is made the the magnetic field influence and the mechanical strain
(Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2C~3010+~
Ag clad HTS wire used has critical influence. This separation would allow a HTS coil winding
current degeneration caused by mechanical strains of AI,,,, = procedure to be identified and therefore to be optimized. For
the sample HTS coil made, the HTS wire critical current
13.8 A - 7.2 A = 6.6 A, and [AI,(,, /
48% at 1 pV/cm
degeneration caused by mechanical strains is [AI,,,) /
criterion and in liquid nitrogen. At the 10 pV/cm criterion,
48%. The sample test results show that a HTS coil critical
[AI,,,) /
- 31%. This is a significant value for the HTS current is able to be optimized by reducing mechanical strains
wire critical current degeneration. Therefore the final HTS in a properly designed coil winding procedure. The
coil critical current has a potential to be increased by mechanical strain effects have been verified by the
optimizing the coil winding processing. The critical current measurements of the bending strain and the torsion strain of
degeneration caused by the mechanical strains is basically the (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2C~301C+x
Ag clad 27-filament HTS wire.
coming from the HTS wire mechanical bending strain &br The relation of the torsion strain and the critical current of the
tensile strain el,and torsion strain ct.
(Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu301C+x
Ag clad multifilament HTS wire was
Fro’m the samples used for the bending test, the firstly investigated in this work. The torsion test result shows
(Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu301bxAg clad 27-filament HTS wire has I, / that the torsion strain of this HTS wire during normal HTS
I,, = 90% when it is under &b = 20%. This gives minimum coil winding procedure could be neglected.
bending diameter of 5 cm. From Fig. 3, the critical current of
the HTS wire decreases significantly when the wire bending
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